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Crown of Fire 2019-12-17
my fated mate is a lethal fae king and i m going to kill him ever since the court of flames banished me i ve managed
to hide my true nature chosen one of the fire fae destined to save us all truth is i m not that impressive i ve spent
my banishment hunting demons for fun and slinging drinks at potions pastilles but then the lethally sexy king of the
court of ice finds me he s been hunting me for years and wants to claim me as his fated mate but it gets darker he
plans to sacrifice me to save his dying kingdom one touch changes everything though because i m the only one who
can warm him i m going to use that to my advantage and convince him to return with me to the court that banished
me years ago there i will kill him before he kills me but i m playing with fire because i m not sure if i can i resist him
long enough to change my fate

Fire Fae: A Dark Fae Romantic Fantasy 2022-08-23
i always knew loving him would be the death of me i just never wanted to admit it would be the end of him too
altered by suffering hardened by trauma when i finally emerge into the next phase of my life or rather death i am no
longer the same person he is what keeps me going what brings me home by the time i make my way back though
rafferty is gone changed forged in the flames of his own darkness but if i ve proven anything it s that i do not quit
when things get complicated with the ancients burning faerie to the ground and the worlds hero now the villain it s
up to me to stop them and what better way to fight flame than with flame i am fire watch me burn the third and final
installment in jessica wayne s fae war chronicles is going to push ember and rafferty to the very edge grab your
copy today

Frozen Hearts and Death Magic 2022-01-22
a telenovela inspired upper ya romantic fantasy for fans of multi pov stories forbidden love enemies to lovers family
drama royal intrigue and mysterious magic a forbidden fae kiss could be deadly naia was raised in the shadow of her
twin brother the crown prince who has iron magic much more powerful than hers but naia has wishes of her own
they awaken when she finds a white fae almost dying in the woods she only heard of them in stories the dreaded
race that razed cities to the ground killed her grandparents almost rid aluria of humans until they disappeared now
almost twenty years later are they back is there another war coming but the fae is evasive and secretive and also
alluring and fascinating more beautiful than anyone she s ever seen and then it happens naia kisses him and



nothing will be the same again in another kingdom leah a necromancer princess has to find a husband in less than
four days during the gathering when royals from all over aluria meet her family makes it very clear that she can pick
any prince she wants except one naia s brother and it turns out that he s the one the one who makes her heart beat
faster meanwhile war looms over the land one of the kingdoms is amassing immense power the white fae might be
returning amidst it all naia and her brother struggle with newfound magical powers family secrets and most of all
their own treacherous hearts frozen hearts and death magic is book 1 of the duology of fire and fae recommended
for readers 16 and up

Fate of Fire 2020-01-13
we re burning from within so i m in trouble my mate iain thinks i betrayed him that s because i did using a love
potion to control him but now it s stopped working and there s nothing left but his anger he s not the only one pissed
off at me my court knows that i ve lost the sacred stone of our people putting everyone in danger when the royal
guard comes for me with a pair of fire manacles i m not surprised but when my estranged mate king of the sea fae
strolls into the court of fire to help me well that bit is unexpected i m in no position to turn down help even if my
mate is hardly speaking to me if we don t recover the soul stone soon all of my people will burn from within as we go
deep into enemy territory the desire between us becomes impossible to resist and if i can t fight it he ll never let me
go

Throne of Fire 2019-06-25
she has to tell him but she ll lose him when she does life under the dome has never been more tense the fragile
peace between casters and fae shows more cracks every day despite spending more and more time at iolani palace
with prince kai brie hawkins is lonelier than ever her relationship with the royal has always been a source of gossip
but now it s a matter of state too the paparazzi hound her wherever she goes kai s advisors are concerned her past
makes her an unsuitable companion and they don t even know the secret she s been hiding since her first date with
the royal caster when kai arranges an interkingdom fight in los angeles for brie she thinks it s a chance to go back to
the way their relationship was before it became public she longs for the time when they snuck dates and stole kisses
without the eyes of a nation following their every breath but when she runs into someone from her past the whole
game changes for brie in fact it s no longer a game at all



Fire Glass (Realm of the Fire Fae Book 1) 2021-04-11
when the kingdom is engulfed in flames fire glass doesn t burn the night of princess rhiannon s official anointing is
also the night of the grand peace talks between all the elemental fae royal families but the dark fae lord has plans of
his own coming out of hiding after eighteen years he decides to make an appearance and attack the fire fae castle
with his signature blue flames if the fire fae can t fight against the mystic flames of the dark lord who can what is
the fate of the royal elemental fae families and will anyone survive holly black meets victoria aveyard in this new
tale full of royal fae mischief secrets betrayal and loads of intrigue

A Curse of Fire 2017-12-07
a magical calling card a murderous secret and an ancient dangerous realm the fae have been hunting imogen s
mother for nearly eighteen years she has something they want her daughter now they ve caught up with her and
imogen s faced with a choice attend their fae college by choice or by force that should ve been enough warning that
callador school for the fae is a manipulative and dangerous place but it s not until the school is under attack and the
students are facing death by curse that imogen realizes callador s darkest secret isn t how they get their students to
attend you won t want to fall behind on the series readers are calling a brilliant magical new world one click your
copy today to see what s beyond the shadow veil

A Dance with Fire 2017-12-07
shula azzarh is fae in a world where it s illegal to be working at piriguini s circus keeps her hidden in plain sight but
when a vicious accident exposes the truth of what she is her safe game of hiding comes to an end taken by the
emperor s soldiers shula is forced into the hands of a mysterious brotherhood a group of humans hell bent on
eradicating her race completely the fae resistance needs her their healer hates her and the emperor of illyk will stop
at nothing to possess her the secrets of the empire run deeper than she knows and shula will have to rely on the
magic she s suppressed for years to save herself from the emperor s malicious plans because shula is an elemental
and her fire might be the only thing that can make or break their world fans of sarah j maas and holly black will love
the first installment in this new action packed adult fantasy series this is a high fantasy fae series intended for
readers 18 and over as it contains adult m f romance sexually explicit scenes cursing and dark themes



Realms of Fire and Shadow 2022-08-23
in faerie magical power means everything keeping it means finding the key after barely escaping with my life
returning to faerie is the last thing i want to do but my mission has grown only stronger now that i ve sworn to save
more held trapped in that realm if only i know about their fate then i m sure as hell going to save them even if it
means returning to hell the upside is i now know where julia is being kept the downside is she s being used as bait
by the high mage meanwhile the seelie are losing their stranglehold on magical power as the realm destabilizes
around them which only makes them more dangerous in their quest to regain immortality there s both fighting in
the streets and search parties on the hunt i soon learn those men are hunting for me my only hope is taking refuge
with more of the hunted the rebel faction plotting to take back magical power they need me and i need them but
there s another who needs me too the intoxicating fae lord who hasn t forgotten what passed between us it may be
that his power over me proves too hard to resist but how can i know if he wants me for who i am or because of the
magic that may lay hidden within me because if i m the one foretold in the prophecies i may hold the fate of three
realms in my hands

Fire Fae 2008
runya is a fiery energetic little fairy but she is also blessed with a big heart she and her squirrel friend pilin heroically
attempt to save all the forest animals from a dangerous fire can runya and pilin rescue the woodland creatures and
how can runya s element fire also be good when it threatens the forest

Runya, the Fire Fairy 2014-09-05
no one knows the secrets he keeps no one knows of the worlds that exist right alongside ours benton is human but
he walks the line between two worlds the mundane and the supernatural the commonplace and the extraordinary as
a rare fire elemental warlock he finds himself in trouble more often than he cares to admit it doesn t help that his
sister is a faery queen of the summer seelie court this is benton s story as he makes his way between the mortal
world and a world where magic reigns do you dare follow do you dare see what lurks just beyond the edge of
perception can be read as a new series starter elemental fire you do not have to read the previous books in this
series to enjoy this one books in a dark faerie tale series world evangeline ever shade ever fire ever winter the
cursed ever wrath history of fire



History of Fire (Elemental Fire #1) 2016-05-01
fire is never tame least of all the flames of our own kindling raised in isolation by the secretive circle of seven luna is
one of the few powerful beings left in a world dominated by man versed in ancient fairy tales and the language of
plants luna struggles to control her powers over fire when her mentor dies in luna s arms she is forced into a
centuries long struggle against the gravest enemy of all fae kind the very enemy that left her orphaned in order to
save her people luna must rewrite their history by entering a door in the mountain and passing back through
timraised in isolation by the secretive circle of seven luna is one of the few powerful beings left in a world dominated
by man versed in ancient fairy tales and the language of plants luna struggles to control her powers over fire when
luna s mentor dies in her arms she is forced into a centuries long struggle against the gravest enemy of all fae kind
the very enemy that left her orphaned in order to save her people luna must rewrite their history by entering a door
in the mountain and passing back through time but when the lives of those she loves come under threat her rage
destroys a forest and everything in it now called the char witch she is cursed to live alone her name and the name of
her people forgotten until she hears a knock upon her long sealed door interwoven with elements of hansel and
gretel and the seven ravens char is the stand alone sequel to opal and second in the fae of fire and stone trilogy

Char 2015-04-09
no one knows the secrets he keeps no one knows of the worlds that exist right alongside ours benton is human but
he walks the line between two worlds the mundane and the supernatural the commonplace and the extraordinary as
a rare fire elemental warlock he finds himself in trouble more often than he cares to admit it doesn t help that his
sister is a faery queen of the summer seelie court this is benton s story as he makes his way between the mortal
world and a world where magic reigns do you dare follow do you dare see what lurks just beyond the edge of
perception books in this series prequel the withering palace prequel evangeline book 1 ever shade book 2 ever fire
book 3 ever winter book 3 5 the cursed book 4 ever wrath book 5 history of fire book 5 5 without armor book 6 ever
dead book 7 legends of fire book 8 guardians of fire now available

History of Fire (A Dark Faerie Tale #5) 2022-01-27
some secrets were never meant to be exposed to the light of the world when the raven faery queen s brother is
cursed and in danger of losing his wings and mind she calls in specialized mercenaries for the seelie faery court



benton and rylan aka soap they immediately discover this might not be a cut and dry mission benton is reminded of
a promise he vowed to keep and uncovers an important tie to his family s past but the secrets go beyond his family
and lead to the real reason elementals like benton are being hunted and are almost extinct soap also discovers a
link to his past that threatens his magic and reveals deadly truths about the land of faerie and the two divided
courts in the midst of it all benton and rylan are tasked with finding zena a human girl with the gift of the sight
before she is captured by an obsessed bounty hunter who only hunts humans with specific and unusual abilities for
nefarious reasons some say you should never trust a faery this is book 7 in a dark faerie tale series also available to
read in this series the withering palace book 0 1 companion story 1 evangeline book 0 5 companion story 2 ever
shade book 1 ever fire book 2 ever winter book 3 the cursed book 3 5 companion story 3 ever wrath book 4 without
armor book 4 5 companion story 4 history of fire book 5 ever dead book 6 legends of fire book 7 guardians of fire
book 8 coming soon

Promised in Fire 2016-07-12
one promise can change everything the fairies must never know of nelay s sight for the attention of such dark and
terrible creatures brings more things dark and terrible but when nelay s father is near death the fairies are the only
ones who can save him all they require is a simple promise that shell return the favor one day sometimes promises
are lethal

Legends of Fire (A Dark Faerie Tale #7) 2015
to live i must tempt the angels of death it s been eighteen months since the angels of the apocalypse ripped our
world apart before i was a burlesque dancer decked in sequins and feathers at the hippest clubs now i live in an
abandoned hospital in east london scavenging for scraps at least until i get the chance to fight back against the
disturbingly seductive angels in fact i m going undercover as a spy in their castle i have two goals learn their
weaknesses and find my missing sister problem is i have to pretend to be someone i m not an alluring succubus if
one of the angels discovers who i really am the fate of the world could lie in ruins i can t let that happen the angels
tried to destroy my world and it s my turn to ravage theirs



Of Fire and Ash 2018-01-22
magic fire burn the serenity of the land of faerie is threatened as the unseelie queen aveta rages war against the
three remaining seelie realms of faerie as shade s powers grow she finds she is running out of time to keep the war
from spilling into the human world winter is growing in strength as the evil queen s horrifying legions scar the land in
their frigid wake no one is safe shade becomes enemy number one for the unseelie legions questioning her true role
of power shade discovers the cost of winning may come at a much higher price than she ever imagined books in this
series evangeline ever shade ever fire ever winter the cursed ever wrath

Covert Fae 2020-08-17
sometimes opposites aren t supposed to attract

The Color Alchemist 2013-04-19
the disney never girls embark on a perilous mystery adventure with their fairy friends in an all new special edition
jacketed hardcover chapter book in the next installment of the new york times bestselling disney the never girls
series kate mia lainey and gabby are excited to find a new fairy in never land the very first fire talent fairy ever
tinker bell silvermist and all their friends are eager to welcome necia but when strange fires begin igniting all over
pixie hollow everyone wonders if the new fairy s talent is too dangerous or maybe the mysterious blazes have
something to do with the dragon tracks kate mia lainey and gabby discovered this beautiful jacketed hardcover
edition packed with illustrations features an all new story by author kiki thorpe that is perfect for readers ages 6 to
10 kate craves adventure and excitement mia loves dresses roses and anything beautiful lainey dreams of talking to
animals gabby believes in fairies more than anyone together they are the never girls four real girls in a fairy s world

Ever Fire (a Dark Faerie Tale #2) 2018-12-04
as a knight of the shadow fae i m tasked with defending the institute i m deep into a world of dark magic orgiastic
death cults and demon roller discos but my new life begins with an impossible choice turn over ruadan within twenty
four hours or my nemesis will unleash the black death worse my old gladiator master is threatening to reveal my
identity if the truth gets out i ll be out of the institute faster than you can say wrath of an incubus if i can t find and



kill my oldest enemy in time then it s the black death for everyone and i ll be back on the run once more this will be
part of a four book series to be continued court of shadowscourt of darknesscourt of nightcourt of dreamsthis book is
from the demons of fire and night world

Fire and Ice 2016-10-18
a powerful fae a royal caster and a rebellion that threatens to destroy them both when the world froze over caster
kingdoms emerged beneath domed enclosures protecting their charmed inhabitants from the lethal conditions
outside maybrie hawkins grew up in fae canyon an enclave in the wilderness that adapted to live on their own terms
until the fateful night she was kidnapped and traded to a kingdom for her rare fire magic years later brie is a
renowned champion in the fight pits though the casters chant her name instead of scorning her most of the kingdom
s fae are not so lucky amongst growing unrest a rebellion has grown in the shadows to fight for freedom and they
need brie particularly once the heir to the caster throne sets his sights on her when brie joins the uprising her
mission is anything but easy she must swallow her disdain for prince kai and earn his trust though a charm lurks
beneath his diffident air brie sees the royal only as a means to the end of caster superiority but a larger threat also
looms over the fae threatening to take their lives and not just their freedoms when fae begin to go missing brie will
do anything to hunt those responsible even if it means accepting help from a sworn enemy a fast paced romantic
fantasy that will rip your heart out stomp on it and leave you clinging to your kindle asking the universe why you
had to wait so long for this swoon worthy gem raye wagner usa today bestselling author of shifter island praise for
throne of winter this easily fits into my list of written on the calendar countdown to next book series and authors
that is a list that holds the likes leigh bardugo jim butcher and emily duncan so it is safe to say you need to read this
book brandi wolfgram amazon reviewer davis weaves a tail of royalty romance class feuds and espionage oh and
there s fae take those factors along with the good writing and i don t really know what else any ya lover could
possibly want in a story firesidecoffeebooks the world in which the story is in is very different from any world that i
have read before this made the book more excited to see all the elements of it once again another fantastic series
that i am excited to read kelsi amazon reviewer as always the supporting characters are phenomenal the
interactions between brie and all her friends were realistic and engaging i found myself dying to learn more about
each one dc elle amazon reviewer davis has created another winning series that hooks you right away and doesn t
let go until the final word sandy s collectibles mesmerizing truly addicting jeannie amazon reviewer so much fun to
begin a new series and fall in love immediately with the characters and the premise cheryl amazon reviewer sophie
davis builds strong characters and riveting story great detail and interpersonal relationships all throughout the book
crystal bartelsky amazon reviewer a really fun and enjoyable read from start to finish david amazon reviewer fun



new vampire fae witch series very bingy rural mom amazon reviewer

A Fairy's Fire (Disney: The Never Girls) 2018-12-31
fate is coming when the magic of faerie fractures the land demands the ultimate price hearts will shatter and
alliances will be crushed but one power might just save them all

Court of Night 2021-09-19
what do you get when a fire fairy decides to dance in the woods with flames that look like well fairies of course let s
just say you get a whole lot of smoke ash and a burning forest out of control you see lexi is a fire fairy and she never
causes trouble or any kind of problems when she does her fire dance she is in total control of flames but her best
friend livia is a water fairy who follows lexi where ever she goes to put out the fires this time however things go too
far out of control as the whole woodlands are set aflame

Throne of Winter 2017-09
when the first fire talent fairy ever arrives in pixie hollow everyone is excited but it seems her talent is too
dangerous

Guardians of Fire 2021-05-25
to protect the ones you love who would you be willing to become striking a deal with alec an unseelie high fae i
agree to follow him to the fae realm and seek sanctuary in the unseelie court staying hidden in the human realm is
no longer an option if i want to keep ansel and my mother safe but revealing my identity came with a whole host of
problems as the carrier of the orb i have the power of all of the elements except they ve been dormant for twenty
five years the unseelie king is anxious for me to learn how to use my powers but when i learn an ability that should
be impossible i m no longer the safest person in the unseelie court tensions rise as i m separated from ansel and
grow closer to alec is anyone really as good as they say they are or are they all just as bad



The Dancing Fire Faerie 2016
at the moment tyrannical king aegron the cruel was assassinated each of his children was struck by a different dark
curse five years later the dark kingdom is struggling to survive a hereditary curse has afflicted the daesar imperial
family for generations and princess xadi will do whatever it takes to save her sister from dark magic even join forces
temporarily with the unacknowledged royal son of a rival kingdom with an unnatural fire burning in his eyes and
demon madness invading his mind raneir has a curse of his own that he ll risk anything to break they both know the
fragile truce will end the moment they find the ancient magic relic hidden within the citadel because only one curse
can be broken but working together draws xadi closer to raneir than she ever imagined and when their search leads
them to a very real demon more than one life is on the line this firebird inspired fantasy romance novel features a
reckless cursed prince a princess secretly searching for the dangerous demon egg rivals falling in love and magical
talking animals

A Fairy's Fire 2023-02-05
some secrets were never meant to be exposed to the light of the world when the raven faery queen s brother is
cursed and in danger of losing his wings and mind she calls in specialized mercenaries for the seelie faery court
benton and rylan aka soap they immediately discover this might not be a cut and dry mission benton is reminded of
a promise he vowed to keep and uncovers an important tie to his family s past but the secrets go beyond his family
and lead to the real reason elementals like benton are being hunted and are almost extinct soap also discovers a
link to his past that threatens his magic and reveals deadly truths about the land of faerie and the two divided
courts in the midst of it all benton and rylan are tasked with finding zena a human girl with the gift of the sight
before she is captured by an obsessed bounty hunter who only hunts humans with specific and unusual abilities for
nefarious reasons some say you should never trust a faery this is book 7 in a dark faerie tale series also available to
read in this series the withering palace book 0 1 companion story 1 evangeline book 0 5 companion story 2 ever
shade book 1 ever fire book 2 ever winter book 3 the cursed book 3 5 companion story 3 ever wrath book 4 without
armor book 4 5 companion story 4 history of fire book 5 ever dead book 6 legends of fire book 7 guardians of fire
book 8 coming soon



A Blaze of Fire 2022-11-29
i would not say things are going well exactly i live in a burnt out car under a bridge surrounded by rubbish when
ruadan shows up to bring me back to the institute i leap at the chance that is until he throws me into the dungeons i
m on the naughty list and the mentor who once trained me is cold as ice now i must pass every single trial or the
institute s executioners will rip me to pieces good thing i can handle it i was the queen of the gladiator ring and i do
not go down easily this will be part of a four book series to be continued court of shadowscourt of darknesscourt of
nightcourt of dreamsthis book is from the demons of fire and night world

Soldier of Fire 2016
she s in for the ride of her life or deathall deirdre boyd wants to do is trail ride and her modest rural community is a
horsewoman s dream miles upon miles of trails lace the landscape and despite rumors that it s haunted deirdre has
never seen any goblins or specters much less the legendary horseback riding black witch of fairy glen but there is
something sinister threatening her little piece of heaven the local real estate mogul who already hemmed them in
with a monster suburbia to the west wants to build fireproof mega mansions on the ridgeline to the east and plans to
bulldoze his way through fairy glen to get to the top but it s 2007 the real estate market is tanking so where is he
getting his money and does it have anything to do with the dead bodies showing up around the neighborhood
meanwhile deirdre s daughter rebecca has a mysterious new coworker who s totally not her style but she s falling
for him anyway while falling deeper into his world of muscle cars and meth dealers as the santa ana winds pick up
wildfire won t be the only thing threatening their lives if mom and daughter would just talk occasionally maybe they
could figure out what s going on in fairy glen before the whole place goes up in flames a mashup of big little lies twin
peaks and trixie belden set in southern california horse country this rural noir with a dash of supernatural is a little
bit cozy a lot suspenseful and brimming with action the first book in a new suspense series starring the crime solving
horsewomen of fairy glen

Legends of Fire (A Dark Faerie Tale #7) 2018-11-08
i m here in the fire realm about to marry the king of flames but i won t be queen for long see i have an ugly secret i
was forced to betray my husband to one of the hell lords but xerxes blazeborn isn t one to take betrayal lightly and
his punishment will be ruthless the punishment of a cruel warrior king who never loved before he met me and who



now hates me with the same passion i expect him to throw me in the dungeons but doom strikes his realm and only
the two of us together can fight it it will take a journey into the very heart of the land of winter to save the fire realm
but it will take a miracle to save us a miracle and the uncovering of one dark secret a dark paranormal fae romance
with a hea guaranteed

Court of Darkness 2021-02-25
mercy thompson has been hailed as a heroine who always remains true to herself library journal now she s back and
she ll soon discover that when the fae stalk the human world it s the children who suffer tensions between the fae
and humans are coming to a head and when coyote shapeshifter mercy and her alpha werewolf mate adam are
called upon to stop a rampaging troll they find themselves with something that could be used to make the fae back
down and forestall out and out war a human child stolen long ago by the fae defying the most powerful werewolf in
the country the humans and the fae mercy adam and their pack choose to protect the boy no matter what the cost
but who will protect them from a boy who is fire touched

October's Fire 2020-07-20
upon returning the sun king to power and restoring the light to the fae realms hazel returns home to his family to
live the life of a normal boy while his sister josie goes on to her next adventure with the fae helping the dragon folk
of the ancient world known as ondraghe defeat the world consuming shadow maker and his shadow gremlins they
ve been taking over other civilizations though in multiple universes and have fed to the point of great strength they
ve grown their army to the point of near indestructibility jo cannot do this alone the dragon folk cannot face the
crisis on their own fortunately zoe has awakened to the calling of her inner magick and joins the adventure voyaging
out on her own path discovering along the way her true incredible nature and past to team up with jo and save the
worlds from the all destroying darkness return to fae fire is book two of the chronicles of the return to light series
published by dragonfly moon press

Kingdom of Fire 2016-03-08
fae freak killer abomination i ve been accused of terrible crimes and i m far from innocent my uncontrollable powers
earned me a cell in wayward fae penitentiary where the inmates have it out for me and the guards turn a blind eye
to every bit of violence i m here for one reason only and that s to assassinate the ruthless unseelie prince viktor



claims he s going to break me make me wish i never set foot in his prison if that were true why does he keep saving
me from the dangerous alpha shifter salivating for my blood w f p is not your average lockup the prince has more
authority than the warden creatures roam the halls at night and a war between unseelies and shifters is brewing
when i m viciously attacked viktor brings me back from the brink of death but no one could have foreseen the
consequences how could i go through with my mission now if i kill him i ll become the monster everyone thinks i am
if i don t innocent blood will spill fans of holly black and cassandra clare will devour this dark fantasy featuring a
kickass heroine enemies to lovers treacherous fae and shmexy bad boys this is an upper ya na crossover best suited
for ages 17 the steaminess increases throughout the series

Fire Touched 2022-08-08
do i save myself or do i save the world xerxes the king of flames is out to regain the power he lost to the king of
frost so he can wreak havoc in the realms once more he s focused vicious and worst of all he s after me you see i
cerys dark am the only mage who can help him regain his full power i ve learned to hate him long before i met him
but i ll be damned when he comes for me it s not a hideous demon that i face it s a king riddled with shadow magic
and the promise of guilty pleasures in exchange for my help he promises me freedom from the fated mates bond
that we share a curse in its own right his proximity entices me in all the wrong and yet oh so right ways but staying
under his control would eventually consume me i have to resist this pull no matter what on the other hand releasing
xerxes blazeborn into the worlds with full power means destroying them all so here i am faced with a choice do i
save myself or do i save the realms

Return to Fae Fire 2020-06-22
he was spawned from the fires of hell and hatred the warrior campfires of tradition and holy fire a trinity of sorts
perhaps he was unique among the men of his time with a destiny to seize and hold against great odds the refining
fires of life had shaped him and held him to serve what he was born for and he frequently walked the path of great
danger the greatest danger being findaveer the white witch and perhaps the innocent aine would aine prove to be
his salvation or his destruction



Crimes of Fire 2020-06-22
a charming story about kindness friendship and magic from a rising star picture book creator how did dragons get
their fire it all began once upon a magical kingdom where a fearsome dragon stalked the land the dragon was mean
and scary and evil or so the stories said one day two brave children set out to stop him for good but when they
finally met the monster he wasn t quite what they expected find out how two kids determination to save their village
led to a friendship that will warm the hearts of dragon lovers everywhere in this gorgeously illustrated celebration of
the magic of kindness

King of Flames 2017-09-16
when the invitation to the gloaming arrives lexi can t believe that she a half vampire has been invited to enter the
dark fae realm her first trip to a shadow realm isn t one she ll soon forget once she meets cole a dark fae prince
fresh from the war that ravaged the mortal realm and devastated his family cole is struggling to piece his life back
together when he encounters lexi he has always identified more with his dark fae side but when her presence
awakens the lycan part of him cole is unable to resist his attraction to her when the hostile tension between the
different immortals erupts lexi flees the gloaming for the mortal realm once home she s certain she ll never see cole
again she s proven wrong when tragedy strikes lexi is unable to turn cole away even if helping him puts her in
danger can their growing love survive the cruelty of the shadow realms or will they be the next to fall enter the
shadow realms a world where vampires feast lycans love deeply dark fae seduce witches cast their spells dragons
rule the skies and treachery lurks around every corner due to sexual content violence and language this book is
recommended for readers 18 years of age keywords werewolf romance for adults mate new adult lycan novel
shapeshifter dark fae king mythology warlock witches contemporary fantasy psychic power dragon mythical
creatures steamy twists tale strong heroine male lead angst folklore paranormal action adventure thriller
supernatural apocalyptic supernatural love story vampire shifter romantic
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